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Dear editor,
Space-time adaptive processing (STAP) tech-
niques can effectively suppress strong ground clut-
ter and detect moving target for airborne phased
array radar by combing spatial signals and the
temporal pulses simultaneously [1]. It is known
that, when the clutter satisfies the independent
and identically-distributed (i.i.d.) condition, the
sample matrix inversion (SMI)-based STAP [1] re-
quires twice the number of degree of freedom in
the system of secondary samples to estimate the
clutter plus noise covariance matrix. The inver-
sion of this covariance matrix is used to compute
the weight vector, i.e., the STAP filter, which is
used to detect target in the test cell. However,
because of shortage of the i.i.d. secondary data
and large computational burden of the direct in-
version of the clutter plus noise covariance matrix,
the SMI-STAP method is difficult to be applied
in the practical system because its computational
complexity of the inversion of the covariance ma-
trix is O((NM)

3
), where N and M are the number

of pluses in the CPI and the number of antenna el-
ements, respectively.

In the past three decades, many reduced-
dimension and reduced-rank STAP algorithms
have been studied for reducing computational bur-
den of the clutter plus noise covariance matrix.

However, the direct inversion of the covariance
matrix in these STAP methods is still required,
and thus the STAP is still difficult to be applied
in practical system. Several recursive methods
have been developed to solve this problem in [2–4].
However, each of these methods can only be ap-
plied to some special forms of covariance matrix. A
recursive algorithm [2] and a modified method [3]
were proposed based on inverse QR decomposi-
tion, where the obtained adaptive weight vector
was only an approximate to that of the SMI-based
STAP method, because it was difficult to set the
initial inverse matrix for calculation. In addition,
a range-recursive algorithm [4] was proposed to re-
ject the range dependent clutter. However, the di-
rect inversion of the covariance matrix is still per-
formed in each range cell, while the computational
burden is still high in the STAP.

In order to avoid the direct inversion of the co-
variance matrix, the pulse-order recursive (POR)
method was proposed in [5] by using the block
Hermitian matrix property of the covariance ma-
trix, which is an effective way to reduce the com-
putational burden of the matrix inversion. How-
ever, this method is still restricted in practical
system because its computational complexity is
O((NM)

3
).

In this letter, we propose the BICG-STAP
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method by using the bi-conjugate gradient (BICG)
method [6, 7], which obtains directly the weight
vector from a linear equation without computing
the inversion of matrix. Since the BICG can con-
verge to the true solution only in several iterations
and its computational complexity at each itera-
tion is O((NM)

2
), it can obtain the weight vector

faster and accurately.
Computation of the weight vector by BICG.

Many researches have shown in the literature [1]
that the signal model of the STAP is given by the
two hypotheses as

H0 : x = xc+n,

H1 : x = αvt + xc+n,
(1)

where xc+n, α, and vt are clutter-plus-noise steer-
ing vector, an unknown signal amplitude, and the
target steering vector, respectively. The clutter
plus noise covariance matrixR ∈ CNM×NM is giv-
en as

R = E[xc+nx
H
c+n] = Rc + σ2I, (2)

where E[·] is the expectation operator, the su-
perscript H is the conjugate transpose operator,
Rc is the clutter covariance matrix, σ2 denotes
the noise variance, and I is the identity matrix.
In practice, R has a good estimation, which uses
K (K � 2MN) number of i.i.d. training samples
around the range under test, given as [1]

R̃ =
1

K

K∑

k=1

xkx
H
k , (3)

where xk is the sample in the kth test cell. Then R̃
is a positive-definite Hermitian matrix. By using
(3), the weight vector w is given by [1]

w = R̃−1st, (4)

where st is a target steering vector. Because of the
large computational burden in calculating R̃−1,
the direct method is difficult to be applied in prac-
tical system. In order to reduce this computational
burden in obtaining w from (4), many research-
es focus on reducing the computational burden of
the inversion R̃−1. In this letter, our method is to
compute w directly from a linear equation without
computing the inversion.

It is known from (4) that the weight vector w
is the solution of the complex linear equation as

R̃w = st. (5)

We use the iterative method of linear equation to
solve w. Assume rank(Rc) = r. Then we know

from [1] that r is relatively less than NM . Assume
that the nonzero eigenvalues of Rc are λ1, . . . , λr.
Then λi > 0 (1 � i � r). Thus, the eigenvalues of
can be regarded as λ1+σ2, . . . , λr+σ2, σ2, . . . , σ2.
Thus, we can regard that the distribution of the
eigenvalues of R̃ is relatively concentrated. It is
known that, the more concentrated the distribu-
tion of the eigenvalues of coefficient matrix is, the
faster the iterative method converges. Then the
iterative method can relatively faster converge to
the solution of (5).

The conjugate gradient (CG) method is an ef-
ficient iterative method to solve the linear equa-
tion with the positive-definite symmetrical coeffi-
cient matrix. For the general real linear equation,
Fletcher [6] proposes a generalized CG method,
i.e., BICG method, which uses both the bi-
orthogonality condition and the bi-conjugacy con-
dition to construct the sequence of iterations. By
iterations, the BICG converges to the solution by
minimizing the residual. The detailed procedures
of the BICG are illustrated in [6]. Since (5) is
a complex linear equation, we use the improved
BICG iterative method, i.e., the complex-version
BICG [7], which can deal with the linear equa-
tion with the complex coefficient matrix. We use
the procedures of the improved BICG to solve (5).
The detailed steps of the BICG are illustrated in
the following as:
Step 1: Input R̃ ∈ C

NM×NM and st ∈ C
NM×1,

and set a tolerance ε. Take initial w0 ∈ CNM×1.
Let r0 = st−R̃w0, r̃0 = r∗

0 , h0 = r0, and h̃0 = r̃0.
Set k = 0.
Step 2: Calculate

αk = Re(〈rk, r̃k〉)/Re(〈R̃hk, h̃k〉),
wk+1 = wk + αkhk,

rk+1 = rk − αkR̃hk,

r̃k+1 = r̃k − αkR̃
Hh̃k,

βk = −Re(〈rk+1, r̃k+1〉)/Re(〈rk, r̃k〉),
hk+1 = rk − βkhk,

h̃k+1 = r̃k − βkh̃k

Step 3: If ‖rk+1||2/‖st‖ 2 < ε, break and output
w = wk+1, else let k = k + 1 and turn to Step 2.
In these steps, the symbols (·)∗, Re(·), 〈·, ·〉, and
‖ · ||2 represent the conjugate operator, the real
part of (·), the inner product in the unitary space,
and the 2-norm, respectively.

It can be seen in above steps that the BICG
converges to the solution of (5) by minimizing the
norm of the residual rk+1 by iterations. In ad-
dition, it is noted that, since R̃ is a Hermitian
matrix, the calculation of the conjugate transpose
operator H in Step 2 can be avoided.
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Figure 1 (a) The runtime comparisons of the three methods; (b) the accuracy of the BICG-STAP.

Complexity analysis. It can be known from the
steps of the BICG that the computational bur-
den of the BICG at each iteration is contribut-
ed by the multiplication between the matrix and
the vector. Then the computational complexity of
the BICG-STAP is O((NM)

2
). It is known that

the computational complexity of the SMI-STAP
is O((NM)

3
). In [6, 7], the POR-based STAP is

proposed to compute R̃−1 and the analysis shows
that it outperforms other methods, and its compu-
tational complexity is O((NM)

3
). Therefore, the

computational complexity of the BICG-STAP is
lower than that of the SMI-STAP and the POR-
based STAP.

Simulations. In this simulation, we generate an
N ×M ×K space-time clutter data cube accord-
ing to the form of the steering vector in STAP to
show the computational complexities and the ac-
curacies of the BICG-STAP, the SMI-STAP, and
the POR-based STAP in computing the weight
vector. The noise level is 30 dB. Let K = 2MN .
Initial w0 and tolerance ε are the zero vector and
0.0001, respectively. Figure 1(a) shows the run-
times of the SMI-STAP, the POR-based STAP,
and the BICG-STAP with the increase of the de-
gree of freedom (MN) on the computer. It can be
seen that the BICG-STAP takes very little time,
while the SMI-STAP and the POR-based STAP
take much time when MN becomes large. We re-
gard the weight vector obtained by the SMI-STAP
as the true weight vector. Since the inverse method
in POR-based STAP is completely equal with the
direct inversion, we show only the accuracy of the
BICG-STAP. This accuracy is measured by the
mean square of the error between the SMI-STAP
and the BICG-STAP. Figure 1(b) shows the Mean

Square of the BICG-STAP with the increase of the
degree of freedom. It can be seen that the error
level of the BICG-STAP is 10−7. Therefore, the
BICG-STAP is a significant method to obtain the
weight vector fast and accurately.

Conclusion. In this letter, we propose the
BICG-STAP to compute the weight vector in the
STAP. In this method, the weight vector is ob-
tained from a complex linear equation by the
BICG iterative method. Analysis shows that the
BICG-STAP is a low complexity method, and can
obtain the weight vector with a high convergent
rate. Simulations show that the BICG-STAP can
obtain the weight vector faster and accurately.
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